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Support vector machines (classification and regression) are powerful machine learning techniques for crisp data. In
this paper, the problem is considered for interval data. Two methods to deal with the problem using support vector
regression are proposed and two new methods for evaluating performance for estimating prediction interval are
presented as well.
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1. Introduction
In machine learning, we usually hope that the obtained
sample data are as precise as possible in order to
construct an exact model. For example, the system
model often guides real applications in complex
industrial process. And the success of the model-based
applications generally depends on how exactly models
reproduce the behavior of the real industrial process that
they represent1.
However, the sample data is usually imprecise and
may be in some case missing, due to the various
limitations. For example, even under the same
experimental conditions with the same measuring tools,
the obtained data usually differ from one to another
because the measuring tools are never perfectly precise
and environmental condition changes in industrial
measurements2. Moreover, discretization is utilized to
describe qualitatively the sample data in order to speed
up learning process when existing large-scale training
dataset3, 4.This is to say, the data often has the feature of
uncertainty in real life. Generally, interval is a common
tool to describe the data with uncertainty5, 6.
Currently, little work has been done to study
support vector machines (SVM)7, 8 with interval
information. Interval-based support vector classification
problems are discussed in literatures4, 9, 10, while Chuang
and Hwang11, 12, 13, 14, 15 paid attention to regression
problems with interval output. However, the methods of
†

Chuang and Hwang were not completely based on
interval because the input data they used were still crisp,
not interval, that is, their methods were based on crispinput interval-output (CIIO) in their research.
In this paper, the interval-input interval-output (IIIO)
problems based on support vector regression (SVR) are
discussed. Moreover, we give two definitions of
prediction accuracy in order to evaluate the differences
between predicted outputs and real outputs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
section 2, we discuss the decomposed approach to deal
with IIIO problems based on SVR technique. First, we
give the basic idea, and then the simulation results are
demonstrated. Finally, two definitions of prediction
accuracy to evaluate the differences between predicted
outputs and real outputs are presented. Following that
section 3 studies quadratic programming (QP) based
SVR method to solve IIIO problems. Section 4
concludes the paper with a brief summary.

2.

Decomposed approach

Let the dataset of intervals I D be:
I

D = {( I X i , I Yi ) i = 1,L , n} ∈ I m × I.

with interval input I X i and associated targets interval
output I Yi , respectively.
where
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I
I

denotes m-dimensional closed interval;

X i = ( I X i1 , I X i 2 ,L , I X im )T ;
I

X ij = ( xij ; sij ), I Yi = ( yi ; ri );

(2)
I

xij , sij denotes center and radius of interval X ij ;
yi , ri denotes center and radius of interval I Yi ;
xij , sij , yi , ri ∈ ;
sij , ri ≥ 0

Suppose the function, which approximates the relations
between the interval input and interval output, is
expressed as:
I
(3)
Y = f (IX)
Moreover, by denoting cY , rY center and radius of the
interval output I Y , i.e. IY = (cY ; rY ) , we can obtain:
I
(4)
Y = f ( I X ) = cY ± rY = g(xij ; sij ) ± h(xij ; sij )
This means that standard SVR technique can be utilized
to solve regression problems with interval by
decomposing interval to its center and radius.

Fig. 1. This is Sinc function and generated sample data.

Fig.2. This is comparisons between predicted intervals and real ones used by Sinc function.
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Now we demonstrate the results of the method
through two experiments. In order to get some sample
data, we first generate 150 points from Sinc function,
whose expression is as f ( x) = Sinc( x) = sin x x , and 2dimensional Gabor function16, whose expression is as
f ( x) = 0.5π * exp(−2 x 2 ) cos(2π x 2 ) , respectively; then
create 150 pairs of interval by selecting two points
randomly among them each time. Finally, we randomly
select one of the 120 pairs of interval as the training
data, the rest as the test data. In the experiments,
LIBSVM17 is utilized and Guassian RBF is selected as
the kernel of SVR. Moreover, 10-fold cross-validation
method is used to obtain the parameters of kernel
functions.
The Sinc function and generated sample data from it
are shown in figure 1, while figure 2 shows the
prediction results between predicted intervals and real
interval. In figure 2, the dotted line denotes the real
intervals and the real line denotes the predicted
intervals. The symbols of “plus” and “star” denote the
centers of real intervals and predicted intervals,
respectively.
The 2-dimensional Gabor function and generated
sample data from it are shown in figure 3, while figure 4

Fig. 3. This is Gabor function and generated sample data.

Fig.4 This is comparisons between predicted intervals and real ones used by Gabor function.
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shows the prediction results between predicted intervals
and real interval. In figure 4, the dotted line denotes the
real intervals and the real line denotes the predicted
intervals. The symbols of “plus” and “star” denote the
centers of real intervals and predicted intervals,
respectively.
In order to evaluate the differences between predicted
intervals and real intervals, we define two expressions
of prediction accuracy as follows.
Suppose real interval output and predicted interval
output corresponding with the same interval input I X i
are denoted by I Yi and I Y%i . The area of rectangle by
interval I X i and I Yi is denoted by Aireal , the area of
rectangle constructed by interval I X i and I Y%i is denoted
by Aipred , and the overlapped area between the above
rectangles is denoted by Ailap . Then we have the
following definitions:

Accu _1 =

1
N

2 Ailap
real
+ Aipred
i

N

∑A
i =1

Accu _ 2 =

(5)

i =1

N

∑A

real
i

i

where X i 0 = ( xi 0 ; si 0 ) = (1;1) , and a0 , a1 ,L am ∈ are
regression coefficients.
According to the interval analysis5, 6, the expression (6)
can be formulated:
I
Yi = a0 ( xi 0 ; si 0 ) + a1 ( xi1 ; si1 ) + L + am ( xim ; sim )
m

N

+ ∑ Aipred
i

According to the expression (5), the accuracy rates on
the two experiments are as follows: i) for the sample
data generated from Sinc function, Accu _1 =0.81221
and Accu _ 2 =0.96736; ii) for the sample data
generated from 2-diminsional Gabor function,
Accu _1=0.88778, Accu _ 2 =0.97547. From the results
of the experiments, the accuracy rate in the second form
is higher than the first one, and this fact is easy to
understand because that, when the overlapped rectangle
constructed by predicted interval output is big on the big
interval input and small on the small interval input, the
big overlapped rectangles will “weaken” the influences
of the small ones according to the second formulation of
prediction accuracy.
3. QP-based approach
As we know, the standard algorithm of SVR can be
realized via solving a quadratic programming (QP)
problem, and then utilizes the kernel trick. So now a
problem comes across, i.e. can we construct an intervalbased SVR model by solving a QP problem like
standard SVR?

m

= (∑ a j xij ; ∑ a j sij )
j =0

(7)

j =0

= (a xi ; a si )
T

where

T

a = ( a0 , a1 ,L , am )T

s i = ( si 0 , si1 ,L , sim ) .
T

,

x i = ( xi 0 , xi1 ,L , xim )T ,

In a similar way to build the standard quadratic loss
function based SVR algorithm, the QP-based interval
SVR model can be constructed as follows:
min

N

2∑ Ailap

Suppose we have the datasets of intervals like
expression (1) and expression (2), and the non-linear
regression model can be described as follows:
I
Yi = ψ ( I X i ) = a0 I X i 0 + a1 I X i1 + L + am I X im (6)

n
1 2 C⎡ n 2 n 2
⎤
a + ⎢ ∑ ξ1i + ∑ (ξ 2i + ξ 2∗i2 ) + ∑ (ξ32i + ξ3∗i2 ) ⎥
2
2 ⎣ i =1
i =1
i =1
⎦
⎧ aT si ≤ ξ1i
⎪
⎪ yi − aT xi ≤ ξ 2i
⎪ T
∗
⎪a xi − yi ≤ ξ 2i
, i = 1, 2,L , n
s.t. ⎨ T
T
⎪a x + a si ≤ yi − ri + ξ3i
⎪ T
∗
T
⎪a x − a si ≥ yi − ri − ξ3i
⎪
∗
∗
⎩ξ1i , ξ 2i , ξ 2i , ξ3i , ξ3i ≥ 0

(8)

However, the formulation (8) is the primal model of
interval SVR. How to efficiently solve its dual problem
and make good use of kernel trick, or realize it directly
in the primal problem18 is still a further research topic.
4. Conclusions
We have presented the approaches to deal with problem
with interval-input interval-output using support vector
regression algorithm in this paper. We have also
proposed two ways to evaluate the prediction accuracy,
that is, the differences between predicted values and real
values. In future work, we intend to solve the proposed
QP-based interval SVR model and employ them to the
industrial applications.
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